The ground state potential energy surface for CO chemisorption across Pd͕110͖ has been calculated using density functional theory with gradient corrections at monolayer coverage. The most stable site corresponds well with the experimental adsorption heat, and it is found that the strength of binding to sites is in the following order: pseudo-short-bridgeϾatopϾlong-bridgeϾhollow. Pathways and transition states for CO surface diffusion, involving a correlation between translation and orientation, are proposed and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Potential energy surfaces for molecular chemisorption on metal surfaces provide a basis for understanding interactions between molecule and surface. In particular, direct information can be derived for chemisorption energies, surface diffusion activation energy barriers, and diffusion mechanisms. In this paper, we show the potential energy surface ͑PES͒ for molecular chemisorption on a solid surface, derived ab initio from density functional theory with gradient corrections. We also display the detailed variable orientation of chemisorbed molecules undergoing frustrated translation. The physical origin of this frustrated translation motion is discussed.
CO/Pd͕110͖ was chosen for this study, which was essentially motivated by two factors.
͑i͒
CO chemisorption on Pd͕110͖ is currently a subject of controversy, despite the extensive literature on CO adsorption. 1, 2 On this surface, CO exists in three phases, as follows. 3, 4 Up to a fractional coverage of about 0.3, CO molecules are adsorbed in a disordered fashion on the unreconstructed Pd͕110͖ surface, producing a (1ϫ1) low energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ pattern with a high background intensity. In the range 0.3ϽϽ0.75, CO adsorption induces a missing row reconstruction of the Pd͕110͖ surface, 4 but when the coverage is raised to one monolayer the reconstruction is lifted to give a (2ϫ1) p1g1 phase. From a detailed infrared spectroscopy study over a wide temperature range, Raval et al. 3 concluded that CO molecules adsorb preferentially on short-bridge sites at monolayer coverage. Later, a LEED I-V spectra analysis 5 showed that the agreement between calculated LEED I-V spectra from CO on short-bridge sites with experimental data is worse than calculated spectra from CO on atop sites, in contrast with the infrared results. From a subsequent photoelectron diffraction analysis, based on a relatively small database, it was concluded that the short-bridge site is correct, 6 conflicting with the LEED analysis. Obviously, further studies are called for. ͑ii͒
The process of the surface diffusion of molecules on a solid surface is important. It is often the controlling step in many surface processes, such as surface reactions and epitaxial growth. For example, in the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, which is the most common catalytic surface reaction mechanism, the surface diffusion of adsorbed molecules is an important elementary step. Taking CO oxidation as an example, the basic reaction mechanism is the Langmuir-Hinshelwood, 7 involving the diffusion of CO as an essential elementary step, since O adatoms are strongly bonded and hence less mobile. A study of CO surface diffusion is therefore an important first step in tackling CO oxidation reactions.
The vibrational mode leading to the diffusion of adsorbed molecules is the frustrated translation. The frequencies of these modes are usually low and close to substrate vibrational frequencies. Thus, a strong coupling between these modes and substrate modes is to be expected, and they are readily excited upon thermal excitation. Despite its importance, little is known about the subject.
The frustrated translational mode of adsorbed molecules on solid surfaces has been observed by several techniques. Several systems, CO/Ru͕100͖, 8 CO/Cu͕100͖, 8 and NO/Ni͕111͖, 9 were studied indirectly through detailed temperature-dependent line shape analyses of high-lying vi- brational modes, while others, CO/Pt͕111͖, 10 CO/Ni͕100͖, 11 and CO/Ni͕111͖, 12 have been directly measured by He atom scattering and inelastic electron scattering. Other techniques such as electron stimulated desorption ion angular distribution, 13, 14 photoelectron diffraction, 15 and low energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ 16 have also been used to study the frustrated translational motion of adsorbed molecules. On the other hand, theoretical studies are rare. It would be of importance to study these prediffusive motions theoretically. Finally, anisotropic molecular surface diffusion has recently been reported for CO on Ni͕110͖, [17] [18] [19] and it would clearly be of interest to determine the PES relevant to such diffusional motion.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the methodology of our calculations with some test results for the CO molecule, bulk Pd, and a CO-Pd cluster. In the first part of the third section, a potential energy surface from ab initio calculations for CO chemisorption on Pd͕110͖ is presented, which supports the conclusion of the infrared study that CO molecules adsorb on pseudo-shortbridge sites at monolayer coverage. In the second part, the time-dependent configuration of chemisorbed CO undergoing frustrated translation is shown. By displaying some molecular-orbital-derived Bloch states, we aim to provide insight into the understanding of the frustrated translation.
II. METHODOLOGY
Ab initio total energy calculations within the density functional theory ͑DFT͒ framework were carried out in this study. A type of Car-Parrinello 20 approach, the conjugate gradients minimization scheme, was utilized to directly locate electronic ground states, thus speeding up the calculation considerably compared to the traditional scheme for large systems. 21 The basis set consists of plane waves. The supercell approach was employed to model periodic geometries. A Fermi smearing of 0.5 eV was utilized and the corrected energy extrapolated to zero temperature by the method of Gillan and De Vita, 22, 23 which reduces considerably k-point sampling. Both local density approximation ͑LDA͒ and gradient corrections were used in our calculations.
Ab initio nonlocal pseudopotentials of C, O, and Pd in fully separable Kleinman-Blylander form were generated by using a kinetic-energy-filter optimization scheme, [24] [25] [26] in which electrons of 2s and 2 p in C, 2s and 2p in O, and 4d, 5s, and 5p of Pd were treated as valence electrons and the rest of the electrons were included in core potentials. It was found that a 500 eV cutoff energy was high enough to obtain properties we are interested in. A p(2ϫ1) unit cell was used in our calculations, which corresponds to 5.50ϫ3.89 Å 2 in the surface plane. Pd͕110͖ was modeled using a supercell with three Pd layers and a vacuum layer thicker than 8 Å. The sampling of the k-grid was 4ϫ5ϫ1.
In recent studies, it was found 27, 28 that LDA calculations yield chemisorption energies which are significantly higher than experimental values but the inclusion of gradient corrections gives better agreement. It was also found 27 that sites for CO chemisorption with higher coordination of the adsorbate to surface atoms lead to a larger degree of overbinding with LDA, and give larger corrections with gradient corrections. In this study, the generalized gradient approximation ͑GGA͒ of Perdew and Wang 29 was used, while the CeperlyAlder exchange-correlation energy was employed in LDA calculations.
Some physical and chemical properties of the CO molecule, bulk Pd, and CO on a Pd cluster were tested. In the CO molecule calculations, the molecule was placed in a box. Table I lists LDA and GGA calculation results for CO bond length and vibrational frequency, which were obtained self consistently. It is clear that there is good agreement with experimental bond length and vibrational frequency from both LDA and GGA. Table II shows some calculated bulk properties of Pd. A CO-Pd cluster was chosen, in which a linear O-C-Pd was placed in a box. Some results are listed in Table III . Although there is no direct experimental data, C-Pd and C-O bond lengths are reasonable compared to available experimental values from analogous compounds. 30, 31 From Table I to III, we can see clearly that LDA in our calculations produces good geometric structures and vibrational frequencies, while there is no improvement using GGA. On the other hand, the overbinding is very obvious from LDA calculations, and GGA produces much better bonding energies compared to experimental work ͑Table III͒.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Potential energy surface of CO/Pdˆ110‰
To generate the potential energy surface for CO chemisorption on Pd͕110͖, schematically shown in Fig. 1 , we computed two slices, one along AB and the other along CD, by moving the carbon atom positions along these directions. Total energies are obtained by fixing the C atom positions in the surface plane but allowing relaxation along the surface normal; O atoms were allowed to move in any direction to lower the energy, according to forces calculated by the Hellmann- Feynman theorem and total energies. All the results shown in this paper were obtained by using the symmetry of the unit cell to save computing time. Consequently, the forces along ͗110͘ are zero. However, we also did some calculations without imposing any symmetry, and found that the forces on CO were negligible along ͗110͘ compared to the forces along ͗001͘. Chemisorption energies are calculated by subtracting the total energy of CO/Pd͕110͖ from the total energy of the CO molecule and Pd substrate. It is clear from Fig. 2͑a͒ that the pseudo-short-bridge site in which C atoms are laterally displaced by about 0.6 Å from the symmetric short-bridge site gives rise to the strongest bonding ͑Ϫ1.43 eV, in very good agreement with the experimental value of Ϫ1.55 eV 3 ͒, while the hollow site leads to the weakest bonding. The short-bridge site is about 0.3 eV more stable than the top site. The stability of the pseudo-short-bridge site rather than the symmetric short-bridge site is due to CO-CO repulsion, along the close packed rows, which is reduced by alternately tilting CO molecules sitting on adjacent Pd atoms away from each other. We expect that CO would adsorb on short-bridge sites at lower coverages. This result supports the infrared FIG. 1. Schematic illustrations of ͑a͒, ͑b͒ an fcc ͕110͖ surface and ͑c͒ the CO tilt angle.
FIG. 2. ͑a͒
Computed ground state chemisorption energies for CO on Pd͕110͖, along ͗001͘ in the two directions ABA and CDC defined in Fig. 1 . The most favorable site is displaced 0.6 Å along ͗001͘ from the short-bridge site A, and the least favorable is the hollow site B. ͑b͒ The CO tilt angles along ABA and CDC. ͑c͒ The vertical displacement of the CO C atom, relative to top-layer Pd atom centers, along ABA and CDC. 
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Pd-C bond length ͑Å͒ assignment. 3 A recent photoelectron diffraction study 6 favored the short-bridge site. The present work therefore supports this assignment, but not that of a LEED study. 5 From the data presented in Fig. 2͑a͒ , the PES for CO diffusion on Pd͕110͖ has been constructed, as shown in Fig.  3 . A polynomial interpolation procedure was used to generate this figure, based on the two slices shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ . Some years ago Doyen and Ertl 32 calculated diffusional potential energy surfaces for CO on Cu, Ni, and Pd surfaces using the Anderson-Grimley-Newns formalism, with results that have not been borne out by experiment. Our potential energy surface shown in Fig. 3 is qualitatively and quantitatively different from their results. The failure of the application of the Anderson-Grimley-Newns formalism in calculating potential energy surfaces is not surprising, given the small energy differences between different chemisorption sites. To obtain an accurate potential energy surface is very demanding, and any major approximation can lead to misleading results. For example, we have shown, as mentioned above, that with LDA the degree of overbinding depends on site coordination, 27 and this would dramatically alter the diffusional PES.
Using optical diffraction from a laser-induced monolayer grating, Shen and co-workers [17] [18] [19] recently made the first measurements of the anisotropic diffusion of CO on Ni͕110͖. In the coverage range up to ϳ0.7 monolayer, diffusion activation energies of 0.17 and 0.20 eV along ͗110͘ and ͗001͘, respectively, were reported. They proposed diffusion pathways for CO on Ni͕110͖ from short to short-bridge sites via top sites along ͗110͘ and from short bridge to short-bridge sites via hollow sites along ͗001͘, as shown in Fig. 4͑a͒ . The proposed transition states for diffusion are marked with crosses in the figure. We now propose alternative pathways for CO on Pd͕110͖ based on our calculated potential energy surface. As shown in Fig. 3 , along ͗110͘, CO simply diffuses from short bridge to short-bridge sites through top sites, as suggested by Shen and co-workers. 17 The diffusion activation energy barrier is about 0.3 eV at low temperatures. Along ͗001͘, however, it is likely that the minimum energy pathway avoids the hollow site, passing instead through a saddle point at D. This pathway is also shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . In the transition state, CO is bonded in the long bridge site to two Pd atoms in the top layer. The diffusion activation energy barrier along this direction is about 0.6 eV at low temperatures. Of course, it must be stressed that the above discussions are based on calculations with monolayer CO. With vacancies, the potential energy surface may be different, particularly for CO diffusion at low coverages. However, we found that there is no direct bonding between CO molecules, and the CO-metal bonds are relatively strong at monolayer coverage. In other words, CO-CO interactions are much weaker than CO-metal interactions. We therefore expect that the potential energy surface shown in Fig. 3 is mainly determined by the interaction between CO and Pd, and the key features discussed above will even apply to CO diffusion at quite low coverages.
The striking feature in this potential energy surface is the large barrier at the hollow site. This may be understood as follows. At this site, CO is bonded atop to a second layer Pd which is less stable than the bridge site. More importantly, the high charge density generated at this site by sp electrons on neighboring top layer Pd atoms prevents the CO molecule from approaching sufficiently close to the second layer atom to form an optimal overlap with the tightly bound d states which provide most of the bonding. 33 The neighboring hollow site, the long bridge, provides more optimal bridge bonding, but again the overlap between CO molecular orbitals and metal d orbitals on this site is poor.
B. Physical origin of frustrated translation
In Fig. 2͑b͒ , we show optimal CO tilt angles for CO surface diffusion from short bridge to hollow and to shortbridge sites displaying in curve ABA, and from top to long bridge and to top sites showing in curve CDC. In both cases, the optimal CO tilt angle shows a strong variation as the molecule is moved across the unit cell, with small tilt angles (ϳ7°) at the symmetric short bridge or atop sites, and at the hollow and long-bridge sites, and large tilt angles ͑ϳ27°a long AB and ϳ16°along CD͒ at intermediate locations. This may not seem immediately obvious: why the CO tilt angle increases and then decreases as the molecule moves   FIG. 3 . The computed potential energy surface for the surface diffusion of CO on Pd͕110͖ constructed from Fig. 2͑a͒ , plotted as a function of the C atom positions across the surface unit mesh, corresponding to monolayer coverage.
FIG. 4.
Proposed CO surface anisotropic diffusion pathways on ͕110͖ surfaces. ͑a͒ The surface diffusion pathways proposed by Shen and co-workers ͑Ref. 17͒ for CO on Ni͕110͖, where the crosses mark the transition states. ͑b͒ The surface diffusion pathways we propose for CO on Pd͕110͖, based on the PES in Fig. 3 . from short bridge to hollow sites. The same is true from top to long-bridge sites. In this section, we address the physical origin of these striking CO axial variations.
In our ab initio total energy calculations, total charge densities are obtained as
where i band is a band number; k j is a k-point; the first and second summations run over all occupied bands and sampled k-points, respectively; and i band ,k j is a well-defined Bloch state. In a recent study, we examined the charge densities of individual Bloch states, i band ,k j , in real space for a CO chemisorption system 33 ; this approach provides strikingly clear insight into the bonding between molecules and extended surfaces. 33 Most bonding comes from the mixing of the CO 5 orbital with Pd d states, forming some antibonding states above the Fermi level, and Pd d states with the CO 2 state, forming bonding states below the Fermi level. Here we use this approach again to examine the nature of the chemical bond as the molecule is moved across the unit cell, in order to understand the CO tilt angle variations.
In Figs. 5 and 6, we display 2D cuts of the CO 5-orbital derived Bloch states in real space for C atom positions of CO at 0.0 ͓short-bridge site, Figs. 5͑a͒ and 6͑a͔͒, 0.38 ͑b͒, 0.67 ͑c͒, 1.33 ͑d͒, and 1.95 Å ͑hollow site, e͒ from the shortbridge site, respectively. The cuts in Fig. 5 are parallel to ͗001͘ and through O, C, and two Pd atoms in the second layer, which are shown as ABCD in Fig. 7͑a͒ , while the cuts in , it is clear that CO bonds to the short-bridge site along top-layer rows ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͔͒, and there is no bonding between CO and Pd atoms in the second layer ͓Figs. 5͑a͒ and 5͑b͔͒ when the C atom of CO is 0.0 and 0.38 Å away from the shortbridge site, which is not surprising. It can be seen in Figs. 5͑c͒ and 6͑c͒ that CO still bonds to the short-bridge site rather than the pseudo-3-fold site when the C atom of CO is 0.67 Å away from the short-bridge site. At the hollow site, the bonding has been switched from CO to the single second Pd layer atom, as clearly shown in Fig. 5͑e͒ ; there is also now clearly no bonding to top-layer atoms, as shown in Fig.  6͑e͒ . Obviously, on both the symmetric short bridge and hollow sites, the ideal configuration of the CO axis is upright. Since there is a repulsion between CO molecules at monolayer coverage, the CO molecules do tilt away from each other, leading to small tilt angles at these sites. When the C atom is 1.33 Å away from the short-bridge site, CO bonds to both the top-layer short-bridge site, shown in Fig. 6͑d͒ , and the second Pd layer atom, shown in Fig. 5͑d͒ .
We therefore find that the CO axis angular variations can be attributed to the changing nature of the chemical bond as the molecule is moved across the unit cell. Taking the displacement along AB, CO is initially bridge-bonded to two top-layer Pd atoms. At the midpoint between site A, the short bridge, and site B, the hollow site, where the C atom is 1.33 Å away from the short-bridge site, the CO molecule is still essentially bridge-bonded to the same two top-layer Pd atoms, although some charge density is beginning to accumulate between the C atom and a second-layer Pd atom. The effort to maintain this bridge-bonding configuration results in the large tilt angle at this point ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. Further movement produces ͑unfavorable͒ bonding to the second-layer Pd atom, and the CO axis moves back toward the upright position. As a consequence, the translational motion of the molecule FIG. 5 . Illustration of bonding between CO and Pd͕110͖ for several different CO positions from short-bridge to hollow sites using CO 5-derived states. ͑a͒, ͑b͒, ͑c͒, ͑d͒, and ͑e͒ are 2D contours of charge densities of CO 5-derived Bloch states ͑Ref. 33͒ for CO at 0.0, 0.38, 0.67, 1.33, and 1.95 Å from the short-bridge site respectively, cutting through the O, C, and two Pd atoms in the second layer, shown as ABCD plane in Fig. 7͑a͒. across ABA is coupled to a hindered rotational motion of the molecule. As shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ , this motion is also accompanied by a relatively large corrugation, of ϳ0.8 Å, as the C atom sinks into the hollow site B or the long-bridge site D. It was anticipated that the translation of molecules across surfaces would be coupled to a hindered rotational motion. Perez Jigato, Walter, and King 34 performed a liquid helium temperature NEXAFS study on NO/Pd ͕110͖ and determined the temperature dependence of the * and the * resonance cross sections. Their results showed strongly anharmonic behavior, and it was suggested 34 that translational motion was accompanied by a change in tilt angle. The present results provide quantitative support for this conclusion. We note that the tilt angles along AB are larger than that along CD, which is probably due to differences in the corrugation wells at B and D.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have calculated the diffusional ground state potential energy surface for CO chemisorption on Pd͕110͖, shown in Fig. 3 , within the density functional theory framework with gradient corrections. The potential energy surface is both qualitatively and quantitatively different from previous potential energy surfaces obtained using the Anderson-Grimly-Newns formalism. We find that the most stable site, with an adsorption heat of Ϫ1.43 eV ͑close to the experimental value of Ϫ1.55 eV͒ is the pseudo-shortbridge, and least stable is the hollow site in the trough between top-layer rows. We have also demonstrated a strong correlation between translation and orientation for CO diffusion along ͗001͘ and attributed it to the changing nature of the chemical bond during CO diffusion. Along ͗110͘, CO diffuses from pseudo-short-bridge to pseudo-short-bridge sites via an on-top site; this being the saddle point, with a barrier of 0.3 eV. Along ͗001͘, the diffusion path avoids the FIG. 6 . Illustration of bonding between CO and Pd͕110͖ for several different CO positions from short-bridge to hollow sites. ͑a͒, ͑b͒, ͑c͒, ͑d͒, and ͑e͒ are 2D contours of charge densities of CO 5-derived Bloch states corresponding to ͑a͒, ͑b͒, ͑c͒, ͑d͒, and ͑e͒ in Fig. 5 , respectively, cutting through the O, C, and two Pd atoms in the first layer, shown as EFDH in Fig. 7͑b͒ . Fig. 5 for CO/Pd͕110͖. ABCD in ͑a͒ is parallel to ͗001͘ and through O, C, and two Pd atoms in the second layer. EFGH in ͑b͒ is perpendicular to ͗001͘ and through O, C, and two Pd atoms in the first layer.
FIG. 7. Schematic illustration of cuts shown in
hollow site, moving across a saddle point at the long-bridge site, with a barrier of 0.6 eV. The switch in bonding as the molecule is moved across the trough from bridged with toplayer atoms to atop with a second-layer Pd atom is clearly demonstrated in charge-density plots of the eigenstates corresponding to the bonding mixed 5Ϫd state formed between CO and metal. It is this switch which is responsible for a coupling between translational and rotational motions of the molecule.
